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CC,:4PAr-!ISOrJ OF W~O- AN~D TIIREE-DIMIErNSIoN'L TRANSON~IC TESTS M'ADE I111.
VARIOUS LARGE WIjfD TUANNFLS4

Xavier Vaucheret, tMaurice Ba;rIn and Claude Armand
Nlational Office of Aerospace Studies and Research (ONE'A)I 92320 Chatillon -France
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14 ~ ach number
P0  Generator prezsure
B3 Width of test sectilon
Hi Height of' test -ection
C Local chord of one prof I It

LR 4ean chord of wing
S 11alf-span of -model
L Length of -nde

R__ Reynolds number based on d
R6 keyfriolds numnber-basied onc

-Hj~ )eyholds4 number -based -on L

PStatic -presscure on -wall
& h1ne of bo-nday 'layer -di-splacedment on lteral vII

6 f v.ind tunntel
W_ Re-duced Pobrosity parameter (0~closed ýtdst section,

-i 6 pen- test Sec6tioh)
a Angie of ttack of pkofile- in tjgoidimrncni lfo

_C11, Angle of attiick bf wiing -chord
Angie of attack of model-

ACOEFFICIEN~TS-I
CD Ut drag (%.Ind axis)

Cp Drag obtainied by IhtegatiUng alpes&i ln
f low

0D 'ake drag in twoo-dim~ensional f lbw

C Skin fr~iction drag

C1, Lit w~ind a:is
Drg rodel axis): axial force

ev Lift (mo--del azis): normsal force
CmPitching moment (at 2,55% of c. or E

C!NaP Lift gradlent (CL~o)
xh ~Pozition o,- neutral1 point

P-ID (RS)1-60o68-1621
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I.!/Oj Cefctives of tudy in Plananeb
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Proprofil
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regonuid ertl upi~ha b eey dNR I oneuncion wthe trea orftitsinl ple
serv ites Thre deveopmenti.-dl of th~geer1AtCon of1 profiles wore YnA
madh-erfori an e aeircrnaf, tuyo orl hlcperffTese.et on h

e Tper~a baoid Co developing0.1 theorecmethonds tof the smieniLrt

- sectibl 4 inte S3 Ilodthe miavrneux wind tuonnwen lo],ade drga tei
numberofy Ithkeze&'~~ and teptential technibueining the, sram noldsi

ru..egion thas S eti ap by t tIhEH in ge- mo~ntodehlh. ffca Foc
Tehies ithr eejiamthetchr i~esofteNc0i2roleee

-- ..e chordd C. 0(C5 0,8 (C1 -4)crep s tu'oste s ales

oversized uith respcct to the test section in order to deterrmine f
the validity limitn for the wall effect corrections.
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The conventional bl~oc kge of -the test sEction- by these three -models-

is very important, being cm~pared- to the hsul -1Values during three--8imn~o~ tetsinthe transonic- region: 2. 4.~ A%.

Acollaboration with the Tlat-±onal Aeronautical Establishment

in Ottawa made it -ozssible to test the Y1ACA 0012 mnodel with -an 0.3

Lin-the S3 14A, wav thenoband LieteS3M th 1Awn(
tufnnel -made it pos-sible to test this profile from 1.-itO.2 to .1.1O.-9s
supiplementinb the range of Reynolds nutbers which went f ro-: 4 Uo
14 t10 at-M'oiane up to ,.io-.±.

The- Physica-1 difficulties of adapting a two-dimensional model
todifferen Wind tunnels explains- the limited extent of t14 e -co--

par~on ~n~ evr~. wnd tunela. -Di~fferences -in t-tseton _14ti~
attachment -and pnei~matic couplings- make i1t necessary -to either-.make-
-baJor dhdn9es in the- model br -a design-6f complex ori-gini, thIus one-
vhich Is costly. ?his was the case: for the tmodfU of the -Lc- 100 1ue-teriticill profild -iha03 m hrd recently tested -in the
-two, Arvoswnd tuniiels.

The results of tst-in V~idus m esofteU o6012 proTll

were exdhanded bbetweeh ý..veral wind tunnels, e.,p the OUTERA And the _FA
1, P. L. Tbe experimental conditions and different test programs
-ito it-difficult to miake dire-at ccxnparizond.

The deti~rminrat Ion of the aerodynamic coeffi-cients by integra-
ting numierout wall pressures; and by combing the ua-ke Imposesli-
-tatidbs on the- anigle of attacks whose extent limits the number
of points: defIning one polar in intermittent wind tunnels. in thdee

- cnditionZ-, thm interpolations are not precise enoug'h to permit thle
direct comparison iof several teslts imade under idon~tical coflditiofl5
bef ore ant' a'fter correctidn for Wall. effeetz or in zeverai in

* tunels.This s a1 the more true becausýe wail ef-fect4 r
Otent in -two-dilmens-Ional flow.

4-
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T.';e r-de-l used In tbe %I~E win'd tunnel was very light-we~t.

-It is cetil ed-ay to -avbid ztr6,y circulation or f rictod
at the ands of' the emode) arid -to obtain-a Tflow uhich Is strictly
te'o-d imensiona 2 along the sp-an, including on. thu periph~ery o h

Without presenting the different methois of :makins wall effect

cor-eaticnv during this divevc-sson, it is appropriate to remnieber
-that one of the major difficulties in defining -the coeffticient of-
aerodymna-ic permrecability, of perforated valls- due to the la rge

num-1 ýr of parazeters affected. W-1ith homothetic Models,, the variati on
in erao~pressure needed to obtain Arevults at the sam Renod

1' ~vnber oh the Models ~;u~isthe behaviore of' permsbabl- Vwalls.

1Ir the-S7 IMAp the reference formed by the closed test sectio*4
wa se rq'.ent -as posible -due to the smal-l -corrections- ini

- Iagko tttack obtained In this Particular case and the theo--retical-

-knoiwltdi~ of the coef-f4 iciets to be usedi

The coefficientS used ii. the IZAE were proVided from0 s&t

ezperi-ents and pressure measurements taken on the walls of the

wind tunnel.

Generally speakingo the coefficient which defines w~all per= a-

- -~ bility isz deternined by matching the Mot gradients to those obtained

in the closed section after correction (Fig. I).

Tine 1-naized th~eory of' comore~sible, 'luidto bringing the

interratediccffcet into play, does not allow one to obtain
correrted results of the* effects ofuifonm %w-als betuden tte model

t.,ih 03 nchor v tt Ve tu~ ote odels in the S3 M. The
netlod-rfereopc byo at !IA- -3,which brin-gs Cs Ferlez* for

develo;1A at 1:A, u es prczsdre mesueents take! or the tez-t

-~ 1~M
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Isectiomn w&I-ls 16o ddtf-rminc the -Perredbi-iity Coefficient- to beusf:. hi ethod izi underfroing detrelpment--at O~A

AI

Xt wit
-ism

-- f~~~~ect* ofltrl 1a1!

InA lae le: hewalsloatdabveAn bh-t the

th oreo h sa ntreec ouAhvko
model re A

1.. het bofmr lateral wahichdvlposh aea

th-e wind tUnnel alter the twc'-dimnensi onal-ity of the flow and
con-tituta a- prasi'ic effect which should be !Ainim~ized.

For the L~IA, thit; retAlt .-,bs obtained by using a very lg
tet cction, /i=072 hich was a cos- ironise between param~eters -

te~f U PAll .726
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such hs: the modlel'st rigi dity, the quality of the sha ow photo
graphy, the iflow: of air in the Wind tunnel and correct two-dimera-
slonality, which does not Alter the pressure measuren.;ents on the
axis of the ,eind tunnel. The cal.culation~s and, most of al-I, visoua-
lizations indicate ji satisfactory flow most of the time with
lirnitecO breakaway on the profile.

At U1AE, B/li e 0.25, suction o*f the lateral boundary layers
and the miodel uas aimed at obtaining the desired result in a test
section v.hic az relatively narrower

In our 6pir-ion, the-qualification, of lateral suction, and -its
effe-t on breakvavay remain-s a deJlic~te -prob-leT.4 as- several. tes S

maedur~ng -the _OVE?.A-U1AE collabora-tionrindilcated._ It is often
ditfidult4 to--account -for- tle Parateter of lateral -stction in-Vind,

_110%, Al qu4ýli'yj-ng criteria- for lateral siz~tiorn ca b- used:-
U6h tkitik of- the recrtlineAz knd parallel s~hock on-,the leading edge,
-the- wall- f low paralzlel to trie wa&lls thoirn4f by oil Visualizations,
The dls-tribution of -wake drag Co mutt be uniform acrosa the spdn.

Ai cob th four probe!! -wa ed at NAE.

Th e two --it"- ttns shownm In the upper-part of Fig., 2 satisfy
these three criteria more or less simultaneously. In one case, the,
sbock is rectillnear, the flow it directed well on the test section
axis where the wall -pre-sure measure-ments were taken and the 'eake
dras is constanit -Along the span. In the other case, the shW-Ck

curves inward, but the flo6w- is parallel to the- walls- at the cor~ners

ofC the trailing Wde 4 R. e drag develops with the sawhich ..oulid
sdem-to exclude to6 high a suctioh ratio for this moderate angle of
attack.. A ra ;izasution ratio is necessary at large ange of
attac'k in. order to avoid premature otalling at the Nal~

These two practical rule3 for lateral cuction correspond to
very d I Aerent wall prns-ure distributions with epctto the

I7



position of the shock and the breakeway behind it. Similar effects

were found v.ith the LC 100 D supercritical profile.

&.$All OX ftft III€ ý,

-ut t suction 1oif la

J- -

Si of these these tests, here at a low Mlach number. The lateral suction

•_ +-control in front of the model mak.es it possible to vary the
deptheoatic tent of the sboundary layer, which is measured

0 )to the rThlt of the learing edge of the model. A variation of

1M, of the coefficient of normal force CH is observed between the
flow without suction and the value obtained when assuming the
toundary layer to be completely elimated. This result Justifies
+he tchnological complexity of a boundary layer suction device.

The value obtained without suction in the S3 M.A is plotted on the
c .,rve.

1.3. Determining b•rag

it is po....be to obtain drag, excluding .:+ rtion, by inte-

•ratin6 --all pressures . The total drag is calculated from the

8
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pressures in the wake for the S3 !A as well as NAE. Weight is

used as a cross-check in the HAE equipment.

Figure 3 shows an interesting feature of drag determined by
combing the wake. This coefficient is not greatly affected by

wall effects. The same results are obtained in the IIAE and S3 M.!A

in the closed test section and the permeable test section. They

confirm the theoretical predictions.

WALL EFFECTS ON ORAC.

V"no

4/ U CJ0I I

Coo.

i-- €.•i_ asw

:..Thus, although measuring drag by combing, the weah-e is a

• .. delicate procedure, it is fundamental.

i••The comparison of Dressure drag for two different walls of the
• • S3!,IA ih t-iel Shown in Fig. 3 shows the value of tests in clos-J

Stest sections for determining this coefficient, which is hardly

S~affected] by the solid wall.

-• • 9

- " . ... II I III "
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The uncorrected results from a permeable test section make a

pseudo "elongation effect" appear uhich is incompatible wIth the
two-dimensional tests and can surprise the eyperimenter with a

total drag which is less than the pressure drag.

Everything falls into place after correction, except at a

large angle of attack, where a slight breakaway effect which has

not currently been controlled exists.

1.4. Effect of Reynolds Number

The interesting potentials of the NAE wind tunnel made it

possible to supplement the tests made in the S3 MA up to R€ = cI- 14-10 6 through Re - 40.106 (5].

Figure 4 gives two examples wlths the three homothetic models
of the iIACA 0012 profile for S3 MA and the tests in a permeable

test section at Mach 0.7, used elsewhere to characterize the-
development of the permeability coefficient with generator pressure.

REOLDS NW4MUR EFFECT

r, I h~ u - -b

oftr. -

' "" - - I.'"

S.*0

100



S... . . . _-. .. -. . . . . . .. ._ _ _. . . .

At M - 0.3 the results (up to Re = 26"106 at NAE) show that
the effect of the Reynolds number on aC,/a d becomes negligeable
beyond 5.106. The point obtained on the same profile in the closed

test section in the SIO wind tunnel of Toulouse (CAl 0.3~4-
B/H 0.45 - C = 0.75 m) is shown.

At M,= 0.7 it is necessary to reach R = 3006 in order to
see the effect of the Reynolds number disappear. This appears
to be reversed in the S3 MA on the profile with a chord of 0.21 m

due to the wall effects.
At 1 = 0.8 the shock recoils up to Rc 4:1.106 on the LC :100 D

supercritical profile (Fig. 4). Considering the sensitivity of the
position of the shock to the effects of the Mach number and the
conditions of lateral suction, it is always necessary to be very

W?• careful when interpreting this result.

1.5. Recozmendations

The experience acquired during these different tests makes it

possible to state two aspects of the effects of walls in a plane
currelit.

* The chord of the models must not be greater than CAl = 0.25K in the case of currents. nhis value is the result of a compremise

between the wall effects and technological reasons such as:
distortion and equipment for taking pressure readings upon which

the precision of the measurements depends.

Unfortunately, one -an end up with a value of C/. = 0.35 when
using zvecific equipment for studying focal flows (a bounJary layer
scanner, unstationary pressure pick-ups, hot s.kins such as those
"for the IC 100 D profile) or for dizplaying the nose or flapz and
their supports realistically.

2F



"* The parametric study of wall effects based on the linearized
theory of conpressible fluids (Fi". 5) is confirmea by the prece-
ding experiments. The practical example 'n Fig. 5 is an extreme
cse because of the Mach range in question as well as the choice
of aerodynamic coefficients. It was designed to show the relative
effect of the different corrections in two-dimensional flow. It
seems that the closed test section limits the interference of the
angle of attack and drag considerably.

However, the use of a test

Ssection with permeable walls
amw___ V "s IN t.at,% ." so: makes it possible to limit the

effects of blockage at high
-Mach numbers and, most of all,

- •, -• ' the curvature of field AC,

which directly affects pressure4
•. • distributions and the position

- -of the shock and whose correction
is not readily accessible, no[matter what the 1."ach number.

S 7111, this type of test section requires research on the
permeability coefficient by means of several tests
in a closed test section (easily achieved by gluing a plast.-.c

covering over the wall .erforations).

Since we are trying to discover the distributions of experl-
mental pressures rather than overall coefficients, it is preferable
to use permeable w-alls and accept a correction for reference angle
of attack and drag which is less precise.

2. TI.IREE-D!."Ei:SIOEAL TESTS

2.1. Otjectiven of Study of Aircraft Models

12



Discrepancies are usually noted when comparing the results

obtained for aircraft models in- different wind tunnels. In the

4 transonic region, in particular, the difference in the types of

ventilated walls used results in different wall interferences which

become intensified as the !4ach number increases. In 1952 and

1954, two three-dimensional calibration models were selecteJ by

AGARD to compare transonic and supersonic wind tunnels; these

models, called AGARD B and C, consist of a delta wing with a thin

profile with a thickness of 4% mounted on large rotating bodies.
The conclusions stated in 1961 [6] indicated that these models

were well adapted to the supersonic, but must be replaced by a

configuration which was closer to that of a typical aircraft in

order to make a valid comparison in the transonic. This is why

OONERA proposed to dctermine calibration models suitable for the

transonic mode in 1970 to the French official departments and

designers. The choice was made Jr. favor of representative models

of a typical transport aircraft [73, called ONERA calibration

models, thus bringing to light the problems related to the tran-

sonic region, including the effect of blockage by models and the

sensitivity of the Reynolds number.

A set of homothetic models proved to be necessary in order to

satisfy two objectives: first of all, to make comparisons of wind

tunnels with different dimensions in the zest conditions, i.e.,

with similar blockage. Then, for the purpose of an experimental

approach to wall interference, to study the effect of blockage in

the same wind tunnel. The definition of two blockage limits w:as

planned: the lo.er limit, below which wall effects can be consi-

dered to be negligeable and thus can be used as references for

tests on larger models; and the upper limit, beyond which the
wall corrections of the linearized theory are no longer valid.

A set of four homothetic models .as completed in 1972. -he
first results, published in April of 1972 as the offshoot of the
IM'S group (8], involved four wind tunnels: the S2 and 33 :oJine,

the Y4 of the St. Cyr Institute and the i !2 wind tunnel of the

1n1



DFVLR at GOttingen. Twelve wind tunnel-model pairs were compared.
After making tests On the models in three other transonic wind
tunnels - the S4, HT and TV4 of the FFA at Stockholm - a corrparison

of 20 model-wind tunnel pal rs was presented to the EUROMECI! 40

Congress in 1973 by the FFA (9]. After tests in the S3 Chalais
wind tunnel of ONERA, the models were sent on in 1974 to wind
tunnels II T of NASA Ames, 4 T and 16 T of the AEDC at Tullahoma
and 5,f of the UAE at Ottawa. At this time, the comparison dealt
with 8 model-wind tunnel pairs obtained in 12 European or American

wind tunnels. This is the most extensive coxparis.n of methods
for taking measurements using aircraft models that has been made
Ss-'ce the creation of transonic wind tunnels. It should be noted

that the largest of the four calibration models, with a span of i
meter and equipped with pressure valves, was tested in five wind

tunnels with a test section cross section exceeding 1.5 m2 currently
being used for industrial tests of aircraft designs.

At the same time, in cooperation with other departments,

the AEC undertook [10] an international comparison of the qualities

of transonic flows in wind tunnels using a calibration cone with
an opening of 10 degrees for the purpose of measuring boundary

layer transitions and noise levels.

2.2. Models

The shape of the calibration models (Fig. 6) is repres-nta-
B

tive of a transport aircraft in the Mach 0.85 class (the drig
divergence :ach number is 0.866).

A wing, a horizontr-d empennage and a fin with leading edge
sweeps of 3 0, 3705 and 4705, respectively, are mounted on a

rotating fuselage with little constraint on the base for instnlla- i

tion ol' the right sting. The wing aspect ratio is 7.3. The same
"Peaky" zsymetrical profile with a relative thickness of 10.5•,
developed at O!ER., is used to outfit all the lifting surfaces.

14
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Set on the fuselage at a 40 angle, the wing has no twist. The

lack of twist and curve in these swept wings with a high aspect

ratio results in characteristics of premature stall at the tip of

the wing, allowing an interesting comparison of the "pitch-up"

thresholds obtained as a function of 14 and Re in various wind

tunnels.

The geometry of the models was simplified as much as possible

to ensure high precision of construction: all the lifting surfaces

have conic generation and there are no "pocket" fillets. The

permissible error in construction wa. set at 3/100 cam. Me

homothetic shape of the sting supports was observed over a length

equal to 6 diameters of the base behind the base. One particular

test made in the S3 Modane wind tunnel (Fig. 7) shows that a 5055

enlargelment of the sting shapes behind the zone in which homotheity

is observed only affects the ascent of the test section (curves

C11 and a are parallel) and slightly affects the pitching moment

between "pitch-up" and "pitch-down."

The ensemblu of the 4 models ?4i, M2, M3 and 145 in scale ratios

of 1, 1.28, 1.65 and 3.42. result in a span range from 0.3 to I
meter. The largest model, M5, has pressure valves on 3 chords of

the wing at a rate of 40 intakes per chord. 7he pressures are

measured by 3 scan valves lodged in the nose of the fuselage,

making it possible to rapidly and simultaneously take down infor-

mation on measurements of internal balance forces with 6 components.

Four "equivalent" rotating bodies with the saz cro3s-section

laws as the aircraft models were also made. Rotating body C5, .hich

corresponds to model 145, hss pressure valves on 2 generatrixes

(85 intakes in all) for making special studies in the I4ach I

range.

.3. Wind Tunnelr-

15
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• r The 1-2 wind tunnels com-

1.K3 V II sli,0"18 classes according to the nature
and number of ventilated walls:

Se4 *,_-•..-.- .,

• ;. ,., •. -4 perforated walls:

r - S.3 I..A - AVA/ -c FFA/T
Th2 perforated walcs:

;a 64 ..... .. , S2 MIA - S3 Ch - T4/St. Cyr
Sgrouped into- 4 slotted walls:

oe4 . l ,l . +•__•',ASA+• A.nes/•IIT FF,.T
2nd slotted walls:

Test wereJ9a --prorte als
~~~~~ ~ ~ -AS4 A-AAi1 F/V

.. .eead on the two 2tunnels -ith adjustable

1--ast-M"

permeability AE. , 4T and SPa 1-1', -ith different ;a!! porozitieI..

The ta-ble in Fig. 8, zlhos the obstruc-tion values (blockag•e I'n... tA.f. ratio vaSlues2 (2S/B). Cy-six casest for ma.e on the tw correittons are aedljteable are

outlined with heavier -.arks. Obstruction must be less than O.i an4
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the span, less than a fifth of the test section width, to satisfy

these conditions. On the other hand, the obstructions are close

to 1% and the span/sl.dth ratios of the test section exceed 0.7 in

the two extreme situations, 143 of the S3 MA and 142 of the FFA/V.'7.
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of00 ey" ~c 0. - Several "".--genrao pe-ues-er ra-z

a,,tE Tahe 0.84 pt resotro theAEC4 wind tunnels aihvribedrst ie, ~no 1

thetrvenc heectr.ii Tode, sybeore i the divegel e ( ig. d)rag toseA

"" " ! -q
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•i=• The "comp-arative" test program involves variations in angle

S'p
fattack at Mah numbers from 0.7 to 0.96 with a -- a-h interva-l

i• of 0.02 beyond !-:aeh 0.84. Several generator pressures w-ere realize=;
•iat IIach 0.84 for the wind tunnels with variable density, i.e., Inl

the transonic "cruising-" mode, before the divergence in drag for

n o'derate CN.,
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teThe tests were made in the natural transition except for in
the ASA and AEDO wind tunnels: here boundary layer transition wa 9

triggered by 0.6 mm glass beads glued onto the no.se of tile m-odel
and at &~ of the depth of the chords on the upper and lowar wing
surfaces of all the lifting surfaceL. flowever, for the sake of
comparison INASA and AEDC r~ttde variations in the Reynolds number at
1i1ach 0.84 in thle natural transition.

T~he Reynolds number calculated on' the mean chord for the group
of wind tunnels at Mach 0.84i varied from 0.2 to 7,2 million. The

clas-sic curves - polar, CL (a), CL (Cg) - obtained in the natural
transr. o (Fig. 9) bring out the models' sensitivity to the
Reynolds n~umber: as the Reynolds number increases, lift increares,

Induced drag and mini-rum drag decrease and the "pitch-up" and i
"pitch-down" zones are displaced toward great lift. At low lift
the irregularitieb in the pitching moment are abzorbea: the

tability curves become linear and the pitching momient at zero
lift increazes with the Reynolds number.

2.5. Recults

2.5.1. Coeneralizationz

Fach cooperating orgunization furnished rough results, iL.e.,

uncorrected results, of wall effects. These results were processzej
by ONNEPA in a ctr-ctly uniform. manner using a calculatlon program

which internolated the rezultz to round CUI values by r'eans of
slidine curves which passed through 4 consecutive points. On

the basis of the interpolated value.-, the derivatives leading to

the lift cradicnts and the positions of thle neutral points are
f ound by finite d~ifferences .-iti: a u-nicque CN interval of 0.2.

!Becau:,e of variationz in the M~ach number recorded in 14-~

certain ;-And tun.-els ourirg~ varirationz in angle of attack a Z well

as variations in the Peynolds n;,mber fron one wind tunnel to
another, t-he cur've- are pre-sented at a constant CN, either for theM

ý4
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-- Mach number of 0.84 as a faction of the Reynolds number, or as
a function of the 1e4ach number for very close Reynolds numbers.

In any case, the classic curves obtained at Mach 0.84 in
three wind tunnels on the same model, M15, are presented (Fig. 10)
at two Reynolds numbers az an example: 1.02 and 2.22 million.
The results are standardized to their values at zero lift. The
Agreement of the polar and CL (a-aO) curves is excellent. On the
other h-nd, the stability curves differ all the raore because the
lift and the Reynolds number are raised without affecting the
Ipitch-up" threchold. The spread of the curves follows the
increase of tne span relative to the width -3f the test tunnel
well, The .maximum deviation between the re3ults for longitudinal•s "-stability corresponds to a 55- variation In the porition of t~he

Sneutral point.

VAA' Al MWM *Mt$ d

1 ' • •--o :4a f*0 •6'
0 •X -o #I.6O

"L -. A O.

S•~~.5.-2. Develcp::ents Aceo•:pany.•ng the Reynolds Ilumber at •.ach 0.8•

S• The develop~xcnts of different model eurve• with• the
-: - Reynolds iu=.ber at P-ach 0.84 in the natura.4 transition are presen-

= •=ted in Figure.- 11 to 15: drag, pitching moment, lift gradient,

20
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po-ition of neutral point at zero lift (focus); lift-drag ratio,

Eh r .lues ofS'h

as A g -oment, lift gradient at C1 0.; and the v ies

lift and pitching momOent coefficients which define entrance into

"pitc6-up." The follo'in la remarks can be isolated f.om this

I set of de-velopmentz:
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- The dispersion of points appears small at the limiting
Reynolds number values because there are few results: only three

wind tunnels (FFA, HT, AVA and AEDO 16 T) below RE = 0.4.106 and

Sonly one wind tunnel ('AE, 5 T) above 3.7"106. On the other hand,
there appears to be a great dispersion of points around 1.106

because the largest number of points in the comparison are here
(16 model-wind tunnel pairs). Thus, one cannot conclude that

4 the dispersion varies with the Reynolds number.

The developmenrcs accompanying the Reynolds number are very
rapid below 1.-0 . On one hand, they confirm the extreme diffi-

•N ~culty of com|paring results which are not obtained at precisely th~e

same Reynolds number and on the other, the difficulty of making
predictions based on tests at very low Reynolds numbers.

- There is no rapld development with the Reynolds number above

- None of the results referring to a model or wind tunnel
deviate notebly from- the cluster of points, whether dealing with

the smallest or the largest model. Thus, it is not permissible
to suspect that the homotheity of the models is imperfect or to

- conclude that one test section is of higher quality, whether
it has perforated or slotted walls on all four sides or only on

the bottom/top.

- The results are more scattered at a lift of C7 7 0.4 than.-

at zero lift due to the presence of breakaway. In any case, the
"1"pitch-up" curves (Fig. 15) are not very scattered cor.sidering

"the difficulty of deter~m.ining them, the lift curve in particular
r-(po~nt of Cm = 0 given by the interpolation program).

-The curve of draF. at zero lift (Fig. 11) exhibits tne
classic decrease in the la-Anar regime as the Reynolds number
increases. The transition zone between the laninar and turbulent,

e=-ME
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areas, where drag increases with the Reynolds number, can only be

discerned on the curves corresponding to a given wind tunnel and
model. This transition zone is located between 2 and 3 million.

Thus, it appears desirable to make tests at Reynolds numbers excee-
.JIng 3 million in order to avoid the rapid variations clused by
Pflow which is too laminar.

Local pressure measurements made on the largest calibration
NE model 145 also bring out the interest in tests made at Reynolds

numbers which are based on the outer chord of the wing this time,
exceeding 3 million. According to the results from 4 wind tunnels,

•+ ; the pressure distributions (Fig. 16) on the outer chord of a wing

located at 81% of the span show that as the Reynolds number increa-

ses, the shock recoils up to 3 million, then advances moderately

beyond this. At the same time, the decrease in the depression cn
the trailing edge indicates the progressive reabsorption of break-

away. The lift coefficient obtained by integrating the pressures
increases notably up to a local Reynolds number of 3 million, then

decreases beyond this.
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The lift coefficients integrated on the three chords of model

M5 (Fig. 17) and the pressure coefficients of the trailing edge

plotted as a function of the angle of attack for. fo,' ! Reynolds
numbers (corresponding to the four test generator pressures) on the

basis of tesius made in two wind tunnels (the NASA Ames 11 T and

the AEDC 16 T) are identical. The curves are a good illustration
of both the propagation of breakaway along the span from the
wine tip and its reabsorption with the increase in the Reynolds

number. The pressure of the trailing edge reveals the appearance

of breakaway which accompanies loss of lift. As the angle of
attack increases, breakaway causes it to become even greater -

I degree on the cross section of the wing tip and 1.5 degrees on

the central cross section - while it is not visible on the wing

root cross section at the low3st Reynolds number. When the Rey-

nolds number is increased 4 times, the angle of attack at which

breakaway appears increases by I degree. At a Reynolds nmber of

I million, stalling which occurs at an angle-of attack of from I
to 2 degrees on the wing tip only occurs between 2.5 and h degrees

on the central section and it is not experienced at all at the

root.
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2.5.3. Development Accompanying 1Mach Number at Rg =i•-106.

The comparison of the variations in model. curves
with the Mach number can encompass the most points at a Reyiolds
number of I million. Considering the still marked development
of the curves around this low Reynolds numbers, only the results
contained in the narrow plateau from 0.9 to 1.1 million were

retained. The results (Figures 18 and 19) lead to conclusions

similar to those in the preceding paragraph, i.e., that none of

the blockage values or wind tunnels can symptomatically be freed
from the cluster of points.

As the 1'a!h number increases, the discrepancies at zero
S lift increase with respect to the lift gradient or focus as much

as to drag. On the other hand, the scattering of precise results
measured at C11 = 0.4 decrea3es due to the linearization of the

cirves (C11, a) beyond Mach 0.9 for the type of model in question.
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EFFECT OF THE SPAN
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P-<- •2.5.4. Comparisons at ,Vach O.8'#, R- = 1.106

: Keeping only the results included in the plateaus of the

Reynold.s numbers (0.9 to i.k million) and Y.:ach numbers (0.833 to
i 0.842) in order to be free of the developments accompanying these

two parameters, twelve result.s can be retained. The total devia-
• tions between the results are as follows:
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Stating the results as a function of the span/width ratio of

the test section (Fig. 20), it is very clear that at small values

of this ratio, lower than 0.2, i.e., those at which the wall cor-

rections are negligeable, the deviations are clearly reduced.

The following table shows this reduction in deviations:

Cy 0,0 '1,

S C, 0,0013 0.0031

ACre 0021 0,006

ACN. O,006 o0o1o0

4 WC 1,2 5.2
ACL/Cp 0 o,93

The deviations obtained represent approximately 25, of those

taken for all the results, except for the pitching mozent at zero

lift, which remained virtually unchanged. Thus, one might hope

that the application of corrections for wall effects would consi-

derably reduce the discrepancies between the compared values.

"2.6. Corrections to be Applied

The results given above were rough, i.e., uncorrected. it

is necessary to distinguish the corrections for the wind tunnel-s,

no matter what, the size of the modelz, from those connected with I A

wall effects. The first category includes:

- the corrections for the longitudinal static pressure gra-

dient, empty tevt section; the correction for static reference

pres'ure and the correction for drag (buoyancy). These correction:

can be nullified by adjusting vall divergence and the position

of the reference Pre.-ure valve. But these adjustments vary as

a function of the ..ach nu'mber and the test generator preszure.

Also, it is imposzible or undesirable to change divergence •urI.•n i
27
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testt in many win~d tunnels, Moreover, wall diveargence accounts fo6k

the development of the bouhdary layers on the walls, but not the

change in theze boundary layers when models are present;

- the corrections for the ascent of the empty test section,

which are defined from classic tests with a model placed in the

normal, then inverse position in succession;

- the corrections for the field of the sting supports, in

particular when they are placed at an angle. In this report,
special precautionc were taken to observe the homotheity of the

shapes behind the base of the models;

-the corrections for the ieVel of flow fluctuations In the

test section, both for pressure (noise) as well -as for velocity

(turbulence). The effect of tVse fluctuatiohs is an area whibh

has not been explored enough to try to make such correctionb.

However, their importance must not be uniderestimated, for they-

affect the transition positions of the boundary layers as well as

the appearance and intensity of the phenomena of breakaw'ay. Very

different vibrational behavior was revealed during c'omparisons -of

uifferent vind tunnels with the same model or different models

in the same wind tunnel. Thus, it uas possible to carry out tests

in the S2 1Iodane wind tunnel on the smallest model (Mi) up to
beyond the "pitch-up" point without major vibrations, while tests
on the largest .nodel (115) had to be discontinued soon after "pitch-
up" in order to avoid damaging thj scales measuring the forces.

This variation in behavior can be due to frequencies in the aszem-

bly • _tse! or to flow fluctuation levels.

The so-called wall corrections [I1, 12] include:

- the corrections for volume end w..Sc blocka.e, involving

corrections in static referenc• pressure in interaction with the

"f~eld of the model; corrections in the M.dach number and dynamic

pressure, thus all the aeref'ynnzic coefficients; and corrections

28-V
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-for drag caused by the longitudinal -ve-locity giradients of the

itreecincebythe wake--and- volume o f -the moeli. Thei
last element Is the m~ost important correction in -the -transonic
regime;

- te s-called lift corrections,, which modiydaan ne
-of attack in the overall Sense and the curv~ture of the field to

th ight of the wing and the empeninages thus- the Pitching moment,

- in the local sense.

The- dive-rse wall corrections essentially depend on the
parameter of aerodynamic porosity of -the- walls., The -means of-

obtinin thi paaeter Vill be explained in ýa report to. be

presented At the AGAHD/FD)P Symp6sium At London- in Oetob e-r of i7

The following threei referece can b e -onierdn rd~rt

obtaini the aerodybamie Porosity value as a Ion- -of -the -i~ah,

- andReynolds numiber

tests on the same model In the same closed test sect-ion
(all pore~s are blocked)I---tests on the same model in A wind tunnel which is cleairly

Ire lArger

-tests on a homothetic model which is much smaller in the

Fsame wind tunnel vith permeable walls.

Theree three methods were successively applied to the results -:

obtained on O0ERA calibration models in the S2 Modane wind tunnel
Obly the last one is presented here. Thed results obtained At th4eI sie RevnolIjs number (0'." ýnillionl as a function of the M~ach number
on the t,.o homothetic models M41 and 1.15 in the S2 ?4-odane wind tunrne-l
are shw6n here before and after correcticn in Figures 21 and 22.4
After the ",wind tunnel" corrections were Lplied to the results
from the smallest model (111), for which the wall correctionz are

- ne.,11ie-able, the porosity parameter was adZ'usted so that the set

29



of results from model M5 agree as much as possible with those fro'm
model 1.1, serving as the reference model. After all the correc-
tions, the results agreed satisfactorily: the deviations between

the corrected resultz for the two models are on the order of one
fifth those before the corrections and are compatil-le with the
scattering of -Mcasurement. It should be noted that this
agreement could only be obtained after applying the wind tunnel
corrections based on the very careful calibration of the empty
test section. The portion of this correction in the drag coeffi-
cients (Fig. 21) is 5• and 1%, respectively, in the raised zub;-
sonic for models 1.11 and M45. This correction exceeds the wall
corrections between ?4ach 0.7 and 0.85. On the other hand, aboVe--
M.ach 0.85 the wall corrections becomb larger and iarger, reaehig

i12,2 of theik corrected value.
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The in-aportitnce of the two corrections fok drag has already
been emnphasized on the basis of com-parativc tests mnade on mnodels6
of C5A [±14] and w1±6 (±5) aircraft in 14ASA Ame~s 11T, Caispan 8?
and AEDC 16T wind tunnels.

Wit OtRtLKt cuuOXWOS

4ft

-C,

2.7. Effect of Roughness

The procedure of using roughness to trigger transition is
often adopted to increase the reliability of wind tunnel tests
and, in particular, to weaken the sensitivity of the pitching

mcment at zero lift to the Reynolds num'rber and the effects of flcz:

U tion in order to reduce the developments with the Reynolds number
and, con-!equently, the deviations betwee h eut bandfo
different iriniC t.umnnels. TeSts of this- type were mnade~ by AEDC and-
NJASA A~es, on tw..o OI FA, calibration m~odels, 3 anti 145, In relf ncev

j to identical tests in natural tranzition at I-ach 0.84~ and different

Reynold35 nuzbors.
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The comnparison of the pressure distributions on the cross
section 'of the wing tip,, given at a local Reynolds number of i.7
million (Pig. 23), shows the very-significant effect of roughness:
it provokes a L24% advance of the shock and causes-the boundary
layer At the trailing edge to thicken. In the natural transition,

the o~ ionof transItion is on the upper wing surface at the
po~nt where the shocks provoke the transition.

AMse uacu0.".

, a t* uI t

Lh FT It NatF" a- V
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The developments in the pressure coefficients of the trailing
edge and lift integrated with respect to the Reynolds number are
reversed from free transition to triggered: at the highest Reynolds
number, roughness exc~tes premature stligat a negative
angle of attack of& the model.

As for the over..-1 characteri-stics of the model (Fig. 24),
the rouczhness produces a clear increasec in drag, a decrease in
th~e lift-drag ratio of approxim-ately 20, and an inereise in the
lift gradient of the came order. The focus rematins in the same
position. The develop,.ots accompanying the R~eyod nber

uniquely changed twith respect to drag and lift-drag ratio: tM,
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roughnesses increase the drag variations by displacing the

transition zones toward low numbdrs from 0.5 to 1.5 million.

On the other hand, the lift-drag ratio changes the least.

vw WgU fta"MA .

.. .
OW fw 9M -ft

0ago 4-. 4

Fromi the viewpoint of the-comparison of the results, it does

not appear that the roughneLs has reduced the divergences between

the results coming from two different m6dels and witid tunnels.
On ths contrary, the deviations in drag,, the lift-diag ratio andF _lift increased in the triggered transitioni

Thus, tests in the triggered transition on models with proflq!es

having a high velocity gradient can be criticized for the adverse

effects they can generate.

V- The use of rcughness does not improve the deviations in the
•- co.-.arative m.easure:.-ents. Roughness characteristics (placeement

and dimensions) depend on the flows inberent in each wind turnel

and the local velocity gradientr of each type of profIle and their
•I'I angle of attack.

2.8. Flow Around :'ach I

Comp.ri;iorns were mnnde Of the distributio-ý of pressure and

drag of a rotating body C5 which had the same law of areas as

•. '3
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calibration model M5 among the AEDC 16T, NASA Ames ITT and 82

_Modane -6T Wind tunnels between Mach 0.7 And- 1.0i The drag coeffl-av
cients agree Well (Fig. 25) between Mach 0.85 and 1.0o, which was
rather surprising in view of the discrepancies noted for airplane-
model M5 (Figures li, 18 and 20), which Were 9.8, at Mach 0.84 ror

the three wind tunnels compared.

LI

WS-

:H
USC 10? S.O A 4ýk

oil;llOM 0.6 0%
OsHA61OS9 *MX 3%

LANN 0.2

The first reason for the excellent agreement of the results
if from rotattn& body C5 is no doubt the absence of an airfoll. The

wing on model .' pro~uced discrepancies caused by the position of

transition and breakaway on the trailing edge along the span, I
resultin-g in a change iii the friction drag. On the other hand,

the f lo is turbulent from the nose on for the rotating body, like
for an airplane fuselage model.

A -notr reason for the di.crepan-ies in the airplane mode! 4
is a result of the positions of the shock waves and the breakaay 4
preceding themi. These Jiscrepancies do not result in discrepancies

I° v AI



in- dragf ch-the rotating body, for the pressure deviations at the
end of the nose section (?ig. 26) are compensated for by those
existing at the base constraint due to balances brought about by
the local gradients of the generators which lead to the drag
coefficient. uuECT OF NE PROoSItY

3 2MA Wl"~ TuuNlt

VA &ALRM IW f WM"u

--- a ofS *SO *.s %

SM

LAW SM CS

FIG.
Tests. were made in the S2 lModane wind tunnel in the upper

transonic %t various wall permeabilities. The effect of wall
permeability on drag shows up above Mach 0.95 (F'ig. 27): an
increase in permeability reduces drag between I.Iach 0.95 and 1.07,
then increases it between 1.07 and 1.20.

LIE- Actually, the increase in permeability always results in a
decrease in pressure, but only on the nose section below ?.-Iach
1.07 and, m:os-t of all, in the breakavway zone bel:ird the prime p,..

VIE b tween Machi 1.07 and 1.12. These effects combine so that the
variation in the drag component reverses at M4ach ý..07. In this
Mahch range and up to I'Vach 1.22, the waves emitted by the model
interact vwith it after being reflected off the w~alls. Shadow.-
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photographs show reflected waves which are all the more intense
and displaced forward as permeability increases. The largest
number of these waves can be Seen at Mach 1.07, where the pressure
deviations are the greatest, although the irags happen to be
identical. Thus, it seems that as the Mach number increases from
0.9 to 1.07, it is very important to progressively reduce wall
permeability in order to obtain the most correct results.

CONCLUSIONS

The most important lessons which can be learned from comparingt
transonic wind tunnels are the following:

VS

- in two-dimensional flow, it is indispensable to eliminate
the effects of the boundary layer of tfi i~ateralwalls.- Dbrag-
determined, by combing wakes is -affected very little--by mail effect.
It is identical for the same model in the OINERA S3MA -and the R-E- Al
5T wind tunnels. The other coefficients require. major correcti oiS

*hich -can be correctly regrouped after making cokrrectiohs for the-
'cind tunnels in questiow , in spite of the difficulty of determinng
the coefficient charactei'izing perforated test sections. These ,

coefficients make it possible to see the effect of the 'Reynolds

number up to IO.iO6. j
x- In three-dimensional flow, the ccmparistn1 of various

* wind tunnels using the ONERA calibration models of a representative

transport aircraft sho-.:s that major discrepanAcies occur in the -

transonic range (Math 0.7 to 0.96). These deviations are reduced
to one-third of their value by considering only models which are

relatively small (s/bt.0.2). These deviations can be reduced by K
applying corrections which account for the precise calibration of

the test sections to th4 results. Large models require additional

corrections to account for the interference created by the test
section walls. An example shows that the or-reemert betwveer. tie
results obtained on two models can be compa. "le with the
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scattering of measurements after all the corrections are made.
Only after these corrections are applied can the results obtained
in different wind tunnels be classified as a function of the flow

fl'ictuation levels.
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